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Instructions for U
se

Rotunda Patient Transfer Aid



The assistant wheels the Rotunda
into position in front of the seated
patient and ensures the platform
turntable is locked and the
wheels are facing the assistant.

The patient places their feet onto
the turntable, they place their
hands on the handle grip area
and are assisted from a seated to
a standing position.

The assistant unlocks and rotates
the turntable smoothly left or
right. There are two locking sta-
tions in either direction, once
locked the patient is ready for
transfer.

The assistant can now transfer the
patient to a previously placed
wheelchair, commode, chair or
bed, the assistant then removes
the Rotunda by tilting it back on to
the wheels and moving it away.

How it works
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THE ROTUNDA IS A
TRANSFER AID ONLY AND
MUST NOT BE USED TO
TRANSPORT PATIENTS



Knee Support
 RAKS1

An easy clean, moulded Knee
Support will provide extra
comfort and aid weight bearing.

To aid weight bearing.

To clean, use a soft cloth and a solution of mild detergent and warm water. Do not use abrasive
cleaners. The Rotunda needs no maintenance but should be inspected on a regular basis for any signs
of wear and tear. The Rotunda is not designed for use in a wet room.

Cleaning/Maintenance Instructions

RAASH1

Accessories to Compliment your Rotunda

Available in 76mm (3”) or 127mm (5”)
heights, the Raising Blocks can be
fitted together in any combination.

76mm (3”) RARB3  127mm (5”) RARB5

All accessories can be retro fitted and are suitable for all models.

Raising Blocks

Foot Guard with instruction for
use graphics.

RAFG1

Also available: Mat with Feet Placement Graphics RAMFP1. An easy clean mat with self
adhesive backing.

Arm Supports Foot Guard



Thank you for purchasing a Rotunda
which has been designed manufactured
and tested in the UK to the highest
standards by Enable Aid Limited.

This Warranty covers defects in materials
or workmanship for a period of one year
from the date of original purchase.

During the Warranty period Enable Aid
Limited will replace or repair, at no cost,
any part of the Rotunda which proves to
be defective due to manufacture defects
or poor workmanship. If Enable Aid
Limited is unable to provide a
replacement part or undertake a suitable
repair or if such repair is impracticable or
cannot be made in a timely fashion
Enable Aid Limited reserves the right to
replace the whole unit.

This Warranty does not cover;
Damage not resulting from defects in
materials or workmanship, wear and
tear, improper usage, misuse or abuse,
negligence, accident or alteration.

This does not affect your statutory rights.

To make a claim under this warranty, in the first instance, please contact:

Enable Aid Limited
Hawthorn Works
33 Hollands Road
Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 8PU

Stating the nature of the problem
and the date of purchase.

Tel: 01440 702811 or
Email: sales@enableaid.co.uk

We hope you enjoy your Rotunda and have many years trouble free usage

One Year Warranty


